With its subtle yet sophisticated aesthetic, Concurrence is one of the best-selling conference table platforms. Featuring a domed aluminum end cap, Concurrence blends well with any architectural envelope.
CONCURRENCE CONFERENCE

Base Details

- Bases available include Individual Bases or pre-configured Base Assemblies
- Individual Bases 5” or 12” wide, with structural beams ordered separately
  Base Assemblies include 5” wide bases that support 36” - 72”D tables
- Supports tables up to 168”W on two bases and tables 180” - 240” on three bases
- Seated height (29” including 1-1/4” top) as standard
- Features clear anodized aluminum domed trim and removable panels for easy cable routing through bases.
- Optional trough covers available to conceal wiring and cables beneath the top
- Finishes include laminate or veneer

---

2-Base Tables
- 72” - 168” Widths
- 36” - 72” Depths
- Laminate or Veneer Finish

3-Base Tables
- 180” - 240” Widths
- 36” - 72” Depths
- Laminate or Veneer Finish

---

Individual Base Options
- Must be connected with structural beams, ordered separately.
- 5” Wide Base
- 12” Wide Bases
  For use when power/data is placed directly over the base. Includes removable access door.

---

Base Panel Options
- Available in Laminate or Veneer finish
- Non-segmented
- Segmented
  Features grooves with inlaid aluminum trim accents.
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